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Abstract 
Topic diffusion is one of importance feature of BBS. Understanding topic diffusion state and trend is an effective way 
to manage BBS. In the paper, an improved information diffusion model is proposed. Three references are proposed to 
describe topic diffusion state, they are diffusion speed, diffusion wide and topic influence. The definition and 
calculation method are given for these references. Topic reply matrix is established to predict the number of topic 
replies and user who attend to diffuse topic. Based on reply matrix, the topic diffusion trend prediction method is 
proposed. The experiment results show that the method proposed can present topic diffusion state and predict topic 
diffusion trend correctly. 
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1. Introduction 
Openness and interactivity of BBS (Bulletin Board System) attract more people to issue opinions and 
communicate with each other on this platform. Information can diffuses so quickly in BBS that it can be 
out of control and burst out into public opinion once people’s enthusiasm is aroused, which bring new 
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challenge for the BBS management and supervision. This paper concludes some related works of topic 
diffusion, and proposes an improved IDM (Influence Diffusion Model) and topic diffusion state 
presentation and trend prediction method within BBS. 
2. Related Works 
Nowadays, the studies on topic diffusion include topic diffusion behavior and its related topic content. 
Matsumura [1] proposed an IDM to find out the influential topics or user in BBS. Comment-chain in this 
model shows the flow of influence. Some researchers study the information diffusion process using 
statistical regression model on the basis of the human relations network considering that the essence of 
topic diffusion is people’s interaction[2]. In recent years, the development of the complex network theory 
has been improved[3], with a conclusion that a number of real network are neither regular nor random. 
Compared with traditional networks, complex network has many different characteristics. Some related 
studies show that the structure of diffusion of viruses [4] and rumor [5] are both complex networks. The 
research on complex network provides a new way for topic diffusion study. Wan[6] proposed a method 
for discovering news diffusion in BBS, and the development of topic can be described in the form of chart 
intuitively. Zhao [7] proposed a topic diffusion model to predict the future trend of topic aimed at blogs 
on the web. A research method of topic diffusion mechanism within BBS based on improved IDM model 
is posed in this paper, and it can provide a new idea for the study of topic diffusion. 
2.1. Original IDM Model 
The original IDM is posed by Matsumura [1], and used to discover influential topics or people in BBS. 
Posted comments in BBS can attract people to reply. Comments-chain structure is formed and shows the 
influence diffusion process. The topic influence is defined by the degree of terms propagating through the 
comment-chain. For example, if comment B is a reply to comment A under the influence of A, suppose 
that wx and wy are the set of terms in A and B, then the influence of A onto B is calculated by formula (1): 
ix, y = | wx ∩ wy | / | wy | (1) 
If comment C replied to B, and wz is the set of terms in C, then the influence of comment A onto C via 
B is calculated by formula (2): 
ix, z = | wx ∩ wy ∩ wz | / | wz | × ix, y (2) 
Original IDM provided a simple and practical method for researching topic diffusion. 
2.2. Defects of original IDM 
Some defects exist in original IDM. One defect is the weight of every term in comment is same 
contribute same influence to diffusion. Actually, different term or same term in different comments 
usually has different contribution to diffusion. Another defect is that the distance between the comment 
and its reply is longer, its influence is smaller. However, replies may have different influence according to 
their positions in the comment-chain. 
To show the defects of original IDM in detail, a following example is given, as shown in Fig.1. 
U1,U2,U3,U4 are the four comments in BBS, and their relations are following:U2 reply to U1，U3 
reply to U1，U4 reply to U3, and terms a, c are delivered from U1 to U2，term d is delivered from U1 to 
U4 via U3。 
According to the original IDM method, the influence of U1 onto U2 is 2/4=1/2, the influence of U1 
onto U3 is 1/3 and the influence of U1 onto U4: is 1/3*1/3==1/9; 
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Fig.1 An example of original IDM 
In this example, although both of U3 and U4 inherit one term from U1, the influence of U1 onto U3 is 
1/3 and that onto U4 is 1/9. The influence is smaller when the reply comment is farther. In fact, the 
influence of U1 onto U4 should be 1/3 instead of 1/9 without considering the position.  
The analysis above show that the original IDM will decrease influence of two comments, and increase 
distance between them, which is not accord with the actual situation. 
3. Improved IDM
According to, two improvements are proposed to eliminate defects of original IDM, listed as following. 
1. Take the weights of words into account in influence calculation. 
2. The reply comments on different positions have the same weights. 
Suppose a comment-chain called R=﹛C1,C2,…Cn﹜, C1 is the source comment and Ci(1＜i≤n) is its 
reply. The influence comment 1 put to i, denoted as impact1i is calculated as formula (3): 
impact1i=(weight︱w1∩wi︱)／weight(wi) (3) 
wi is the set of terms in Ci. weight(wi) denotes the weight of terms in wi.  Formula (3) shows that the 
weights of terms are taken into account when influence is calculated, besides the influence is decided 
directly by the common words of two comments without considering intermediate diffusion process. 
The influence of source comment is defined as the sum of each reply’s contribution. The influence of 
topic is defined as the sum of each source comment’s influence included in this topic. The influence of a 
user is defined as the sum of influence of all the source comments he posted. 
 
4. Topic diffusion state presentation 
4.1. Topic diffusion state definition 
To present topic diffusion correctly and completely, some attributes of topic diffusion should be 
defined as following. 
Definition 1  Diffusion speed.  Diffusion speed is defined as the increase speed of the number of 
replies in a period of T.  Diffusion speed can be calculated by formula (4). 
11
( ( ) ( )num t ti
t
reply i reply i
v T
−= −=∑   (4) 
vt is the diffusion speed at time t, replyt(i) is the reply times of the note i at time t, T is sampling cycle, 
and the number of notes included in topic is represented by num.  
Definition 2 Diffusion wide. Diffusion wide is defined as the change of the number of influenced user 
by the topic in a period of T. Diffusion wide can be calculated by formula (5). 
1( _ _ )t t
t
user num user numw T
−−=   (5) 
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wt represents the diffusion wide, and user_num is the number of user caring about the topic at time t. 
Here, (user_numt - user_numt-1) represents the number of user who have just joined in the topic 
discussion during the period T. 
Definition 3 Topic Influence. Topic Influence is defined as the sum of influence of the source post in 
the topic. Topic Influence can be calculated by formula (6). 
1 x
m
topic cx
I I== ∑   (6) 
cx is one source post, Icx is the influence of cx, m represents the number of source post in this topic. Icx 
is the sum of the influence of replies of cx. Icx can be calculate as formula (7) 
,1x x j
n
c c cj
I i== ∑   (7) 
cj is one of the replies of cx, n is the number of replies. The influence between source post and its 
replies can be calculated by the improved IDM proposed in Section 2. 
In every sampling cycle, the topic diffusion speed, diffusion wide and topic influence can be calculated 
respectively to present topic diffusion state comprehensively and effectively. 
4.2. Topic diffusion trend prediction 
The number of user participating topic discussion and that of relies to source post about topic are the 
two main references to examine topic diffusion state, so to predict topic diffusion trend, these two 
references should be predict correctly. 
In BBS, users establish their relations by posting and reply to posts, so users’ relations can be 
described by replying matrix RM. Every column in RM denotes a source posts, and every row denotes 
replies post by one uers. So RM[i,j] = k means the number of user j’s replies to source post i is k. Now we 
can use RM to predict the two references mentioned above. 
4.2.1. Prediction of the number of replies 
Definition 3 Neighbor Users. If unidirectional or bidirectional reply relation exists between two users, 
then the two users can be called Neighbor Users.  
N(u) denotes all the user u’s neighbor users.  
Common(u,v) denotes the set of common neighbor users of user u and v. If Common(u,v) is not empty, 
the latent reply relation can be exist between u and v, that is they maybe reply each other in future. 
The prediction process is described in detail as following step: 
1. Extracting all relay relations from all posts of one topic and establish replying matrix RM.  
2. According to RM, for every user u, calculate N(u). 
3. for every user pair u and v, calculate Common(u,v), if Common(u,v) is not empty and u and v are not 
neighbor users, so mark the corresponding position in RM. 
The prediction process can get the number of replies which will increases in the future. 
4.2.2. Prediction of the number of user 
Definition 4 User Influence. User Influence means the sum of influence of the source posts posted by 
user. 
Definition 5 Influence Between Users. The influence put to v by u is the sum of the influence between 
the source posts posted by u and the replies posted by v. 
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Definition 6 User Distance. If the influence between users is bigger, the distance between them is 
smaller. The distance between user u and v can be calculated as formula (8): 
 du→v=1/(1 + iu,v), (0 < du→v ≤ 1, iu,v>0) (8) 
du→v denotes the distance between user u and v, iu,v denotes the influence use u put on v. 
The prediction process is described in detail as following step: 
1. Use the improved IDM to calculate the users’ influence in topic A, and sort them according to 
influence. 
2. Calculate the influence between users. According to the influence, calculate the influence every 
users in topic A put on those in topic, denote as iu,v. 
3. Calculate user distance. 
4. Suppose influence of topic A is Im, if for user u in topic A, user v in topic B, formula (9) is satisfied: 
 1/ Im(du→v) > θ (9) 
θ is a threshold whose value is set beforehand. Then user v is the latent follower of topic A in the 
future. Add v into RM of topic A and establish reply relation between u and v. 
5 repeat step1 to step4 for other users in topic A until all users in topic A are processed, the results is 
the predication of the users follow topic in the future. 
  
5. Experiments result and analysis 
5.1. Experiment Data Set 
We select three topics from a famous BBS named Tianya. These topics are “Drag Racing in 
Hangzhou”, “Dengyujiao Case” and “Michael Jackson (MJ) Passed Away”. Every topic includes 10 posts, 
which are preprocessed and write to files or stored in database for further analysis. We set the sampling 
cycle to 2 hours. At each cycle, some new replies are collected from Tianya and update the data set in last 
cycle. 
5.2. Experiment process and result 
Our experiment includes two aspects: one is the description of the topic diffusion state, the other is to 
predict the future diffusion of topic.  
In first aspect, for the three topics mentioned above, diffusion speed, diffusion wide and topic 
influence at each sample point are described, as showed in Fig.2, Fig.3 and Fig.4. 
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Fig.2 Diffusion Speed of Three Topics                                  Fig.3 Diffusion wide of Three Topics 
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Fig.4 The influence of Three Topics 
In second aspects, for the three topics mentioned above, firstly, we use actual data collected from 
Tianya to calculate the diffusion trend, then we use the prediction method proposed in section 4 to 
calculate the diffusion trend. The actual and predicate trends are compared, as shown in Fig.5, Fig.6 and 
Fig.7. 
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Fig.5 Topic Diffusion Prediction for drag race in Hangzhou              Fig.6  Topic Diffusion Prediction  for Dengyujiao Case 
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Fig.7 Topic Diffusion Prediction  for MJ Passed Away 
5.3. Experiment Result analysis 
Fig.2 to Fig.4 shows the diffusion state of three topics.  We can see that for every topic, at the second 
sampling cycle, the diffusion speed and diffusion wide reach the maximum, which indicates that the 
discussion about topic in BBS is at peak. With time pass by, both diffusion speed and wide decrease, 
which indicates that topic diffusion shrink. The influence of topic increase in all sampling cycle, but the 
increment extent of influence is slowing down after the second sample time. These experiment results 
expose some common change model of topic diffusion, that is at early stage, topic will be diffused in 
BBS quickly and reach the peak at sometime, then its diffusion will fall off. 
Fig.5 to Fig.7 shows the diffusion prediction of three topics. The prediction results are close to actual 
diffusion overall, in particular prediction result is more correct with the enlargements of the scale of 
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social network. There are some differences between prediction and actual situation. Two reason lead to 
these difference. One reason is whether a user join in a topic is seldom affected by other users, they just 
choose interested topics and join in. The second reason is the both duration of posts collection and 
number of posts are very limited, the prediction result for one topic could be better for a long period of 
topic tracking. 
 
6. Conclusion 
Topic diffusion mechanism in BBS is studied in this paper, particular the topic diffusion state and 
diffusion trend. Based on the proposed improved information diffusion model, three references, including 
diffusion speed, diffusion wide and topic influence, are defined to present topic diffusion state. By reply 
matrix, the number of topic reply and users who attend to diffusion topic are predicted, further to predict 
topic diffusion trend. Related experiments show that these methods proposed can present topic diffusion 
state and predict diffusion trend correctly. 
Some further research work include extracting more BBS attributes to describe topic diffusion state 
more completely, establishing more adaptive diffusion trend prediction model to improve its prediction 
accuracy. 
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